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Who am I to 
talk about this?



engineering.leanix.net/blog/
web-accessibility

In Writing

https://engineering.leanix.net/blog/web-accessibility/
https://engineering.leanix.net/blog/web-accessibility/






Web accessibility is about enabling 
all humans to use web services, regardless 
of their physical or situational disability



Disability



(Dis)ability and the experience of accessibility in the urban environment 
Lid and Solvang, 2016 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.alter.2015.11.003

“Disability emerges where there is a 
mismatch between individual capacities 
and environmental demands.”

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.alter.2015.11.003


Visual

!
Blindness, low vision, color-blindness

"
Auditory

Deafness and hard-of-hearing

#
Cognitive

Learning disabilities, distractibility

$
Motor

Inability to use a mouse, slow response time,

limited fine motor control

webaim.org/intro

https://webaim.org/intro/


microsoft.com/design/inclusive

https://www.microsoft.com/design/inclusive/




Your users

w3.org/WAI/perspective-videos

https://www.w3.org/WAI/perspective-videos/




The law

Americans with Disabilities Act

BITV 2.0

European Accessibility Act (2019) 
Barrierefreiheitsstärkungsgesetz (2021)





Meet the W3C
Founded in 1994 at MIT




WCAG 
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines

w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/

https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/


Perceivable
Operable
Understandable
Robust

w3.org/WAI/fundamentals/accessibility-principles/

https://www.w3.org/WAI/fundamentals/accessibility-principles/


ARIA 
Accessible Rich Internet Applications

Useful patterns for accessible UI components:

w3.org/WAI/ARIA/apg/patterns/

https://www.w3.org/WAI/ARIA/apg/patterns/


Great Talk by Léonie Watson on 
screenreaders and accessibility 

youtube.com/watch?v=qdB8SRhqvFc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qdB8SRhqvFc


Everyone





Use semantic 
HTML elements



If an action can be done with a mouse, 
it needs to be possible using a keyboard 
as well



www.a11yproject.com/checklist/

https://www.a11yproject.com/checklist/




Form inputs must have a label
Bad:

Good:



Images must have an alt attribute

Good:

Bad:



Buttons must have a meaningful label
Bad:

Good:



Respect heading hierarchy

Bad: Good:



Focused element can always be identified

Bad:



Text to background contrast ratio is at least 4.5:1



My personal “know in your sleep” a11y list

1. Every form input needs to have a label that can be clearly associated to it. 
Placeholders are no replacement for labels!


2. Images must have an alt attribute


3. Every button (especially icon buttons) need a meaningful label.


4. Order your heading tags properly. Don’t skip ranks, e.g. from h2 to h4. Only one h1 per page.


5. For keyboard users the element that currently holds the focus should always be identifiable 
as such.


6. Text should have a minimum contrast ratio of 4.5:1 with its background. 
Strive for at least 7:1. The highest achievable contrast is 21:1, e.g. black on white.



Testing tools

Your keyboard Apple VoiceOver 
(cmd + f5)

axe DevTools 
browser extension

Accessibility Insights for 
Web browser extension

… and many more

Accessibility testing 
with affected people 

as a service

%





Accessibility needs 
you!



Some a11y people I follow on Twitter:


• @polarbirke


• @LeonieWatson


• @mmatuzo


• @SaraSoueidan


• @scottohara


• @ericwbailey

You are not alone

https://twitter.com/polarbirke
https://twitter.com/LeonieWatson
https://twitter.com/mmatuzo
https://twitter.com/SaraSoueidan
https://twitter.com/scottohara
https://twitter.com/ericwbailey


• Keep expanding your accessibility 
knowedge shoreline by asking more 
questions

Wrapping up

• Come chat with me and my 
colleagues at the LeanIX booth

• See engineering.leanix.net/blog/
we-are-developers-2022

https://engineering.leanix.net/blog/we-are-developers-2022/
https://engineering.leanix.net/blog/we-are-developers-2022/
https://engineering.leanix.net/blog/we-are-developers-2022/

